Sharpening And Repair Price List
Service
Sharpen Standard Clipper
Blades *

Price
$6.00 Ea.

Wahl 5 in 1 complete
Refurbish
Sharpen Large Animal
Blades

$15.00 Ea.

Scissors, Standard Bevel
Edge

$7.00 Ea.

Medical scissors

$8.00 Ea.

Scissors, Convex Hollow
Ground / Honed Edge

$20.00 Ea.

Trouble Shoot Clippers

$10.00 Ea

Service & Repair of Small

$18.50 Plus
Parts
$28.00 Plus
Parts

Service & Repair of
Larger Animal clippers
and Double K cable drive
clippers**
Troubleshoot dryer repair.
Charges can be applied to
a new dryer.
Service & repair of
dryers/blowers

$8.00 per Set
(Top & Bottom)

$15.00 Ea.

$40.00 Plus
Parts

Notes
This is for the standard A5 type (snap-on) blades 2 ½” wide and
narrower. Also includes small clippers where blade is screwed to the
clipper body.
This includes replacement of the plastic platform and cutter as
required and sharpening of the blade.
This is for the 84AU & 83AU Oster type blades and includes
Lister, Andis, Oster, & other large blades. This would also include
sheep/lama blades.
This includes most industrial scissors used for paper/fabric cutting and
some animal grooming scissors. (does not include
convex hollow ground / honed edge scissors)
This includes all types of medical scissors including bandage, surgical,
large and small.
This would include all Japanese style grooming shears. These are
scissors that have a honed edge and require disassembly to correctly
sharpen.
Trouble Shoot Clippers. Charges can be applied toward the
purchase of new clippers purchased from us.
Charge does not apply if clipper is repaired by us.
Service & Repair of All Small Animal Clippers including Oster,
Andis, Wahl, and others. Most Andis and Oster parts in stock
Service & Repair of Larger Animal clippers and Double K cable drive
clippers. Most Oster and Double K parts are in stock.
**(Double K clipper hand piece only, same price as small animal
clipper above)
Troubleshoot dryer/blower repair. Charges can be applied to purchase
of a new dryer/blower if purchased from us. Charge does not apply if
dryer is repaired by us.
Service & repair of dryers/blowers. Most brands are services including
K-9 / Circuiteer (Electric Cleaner Co.) & Double K, Oster, EDEMCO,
B-Air, Cool Dry, and many others (most parts are in stock for these
dryers). We are an Authorized Service Center of all Double K
products.

* #40 blades, and other small sizes, (A5 type) can have the bottom comb replaced if the rest of the blade is undamaged
and will work with most brands of blades (Andis, Oster, Laube, Wahl, etc.) the sharpening fees still apply. Call for
pricing.
Note: Any clipper blade that has broken teeth and is not repaired will have a label attached to the package
indicating it is a hazard to the animal. #40 combs and some others can be replaced. Top cutters can also be replaced on
A5 type blades. Ceramic cutters can be replaced with new ceramic cutter or new steel cutter.

Note: Turnaround time after I receive the blades can be quite long at times. There are times when I may be out
of the shop for a period of time). You can call/text (208-680-3351) or email (sharpener@ida.net) me anytime if
you need a turnaround time estimate.
Clipper/Dryer repair may take longer depending on availability of parts.
Precision Sharpening
1044 N 1100 E
P.O. Box 495
Shelley, ID 83274
208-680-3351
Terms & conditions are subject to change without notice

